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Sovereign Grace Publishers, Inc. Paperback. Condition: New. 80 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.9in. x
0.5in.Archaeology has produced many bits of interesting confirmatory evidence as to accuracy and
dependability of both the Old and New Testaments. Nothing has been discovered in archaeology
that would allow fraud, misrepresentation, or error in either Testament, We cannot expect to prove
the Bible by archaeology. The great subjects with which the Bible primarily deals - mans relation to
God, and Gods provision for mans salvation - are matters that are not susceptible to archaeological
evidence. However, archaeology demolishes many of the attacks that unbelievers have made
against the Bible, and it disproves many of the arguments advanced to show that Christianity is
merely the result of a historical development. In addition, archaeological material gives help for the
precise understanding of many Biblical statements. This is an excellent primer that all Christians
should read to familiar themselves with Biblical Archaeology. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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This type of book is everything and taught me to hunting ahead of time and more. It is actually rally interesting throgh looking at time period. You can
expect to like just how the article writer write this publication.
-- Murphy Price-- Murphy Price

Definitely one of the best ebook We have possibly go through. It usually does not charge a lot of. I am just pleased to inform you that this is actually the
greatest ebook i have got study in my own lifestyle and may be he greatest publication for actually.
-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III-- Ms. Patsy D'Amore III
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